Acetate-specific stress response in acetate-resistant bacteria: an analysis of protein patterns.
Many metabolic byproducts have toxic effects on bacteria, and acetic acid is an excellent model for such molecules. The negative effects of acetate, which include decreased growth rates and specific productivities, appear for Escherichia coli at acetate concentrations lower than 5 g/L. Acetic acid bacteria, however, are naturally resistant to the detrimental effects of acetate in their surroundings; they remain active at acetate levels well over 40 g/L. This study investigated the response to acetate challenges by the naturally acetate-resistant bacteria Acetobacter aceti and Gluconobacter suboxydans to learn more about possible mechanisms of tolerance to otherwise toxic low molecular weight metabolites. Growth studies showed that the resistant bacteria grow more slowly in the presence of acetate but are not slowed nearly so much as is E. coli. In addition, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) was applied to study the relative protein patterns of acetate-resistant bacteria during growth in the presence and absence of acetate. In each organism, growth in acetate-containing medium led to elevated levels of many stress response proteins. 2DE analysis of heat-shocked cultures was used to determine which were nonspecific. Elimination of those proteins that were also amplified following heat shock left only eight proteins, here designated acetate-specific stress proteins (Asps), which are overexpressed specifically in response to acetate. Three of these, AspA, AspB, and AspC, appear to be analogous in the two bacterial strains studied, based on their apparent pIs and molecular weights.